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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter will draw about previous chapter, Based on the analysis in the 

previous chapter, the writer make some conclusions. The writer has find out that 

Sherlock Holmes is  main character in the story because he give much 

contribution of the story. Then, about the characterization, there are some 

problems or topics that writer have been discussed. They are about physical 

appearance, style, habits, social relationship and personality. Writer concludes 

that Holmes is actually a rather believable character: his talent for observation is a 

plausible kind of genius, and even if some of his deductions hinge on 

unrealistically convenient points. With that pride Holmes advanced need to know 

tends to narrow their self concept such that consistent, accurate, and valid 

feedback is more difficult to obtain. The net effect of this is a tendency toward 

low self esteem. Writer finds that Holmes’s coldness is nothing of the sort. It’s not 

that he doesn’t experience any emotion. It’s that he has trained himself to not let 

emotions cloud his judgment something that he repeats often to Watson. Holmes 

is not perfect human that mean he has weakness. His weakness to women that he 

loved, Irene Adler is a woman who makes Holmes’s skill useless. 

It's so matter of fact that Holmes spends about half his time taking drugs to 

relieve his boredom, as though cocaine were the same thing as Sudoku or a good 

crossword puzzle. Something else that's really key about Holmes's drug use is that 

it signals how far outside of society. Not only that, Holmes is smoke addict too, 

His idiosyncratic habits is his smoking of cigars, which he does frequently and 
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that suggests that it’s right  and not frowned upon, which also tells us he’s living 

in a time smoking was right.  

Sherlock is a tall, thin man appearing no more than in his late thirties. 

Long describes Holmes’s wardrobe as that of “a modern English gentleman. The 

greatcoat and the deerstalker were key components of any gentleman’s wardrobe 

in England at that time period.” The deerstalker is most often made of cloth, often 

a light or heavy wool tweed, although deerstalkers made of suede, white cotton 

duck and even blue jeans denim are not unknown. 

 Sherlock Holmes can be an eccentric person. He is very hard to be 

predicted in his way of life. His expertness about crime and other studies are 

acheived not by a forma education. He learn them from basic living in London. 

While being a man tha can’t be predicted, he sometime also make a good talk 

when the object entertains him. Especially about cases his interesting on the case 

very high, he always look for cases as he dedication as detective and his 

interesting. The character of Sherlock Holmes works as a “consulting detective” 

both for london metropolitan police and for private hire. He is not an official 

police detective nor does he have any of the powers of one. 
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